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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

SEP20 1530 0 1540 1530 1530 SEP20 131,30 -0,20 131,30 131,30 131,50

NOV20 1437 -3 1455 1432 1440 DEC20 130,80 -0,50 132,25 129,15 131,30

JAN21 1446 -2 1464 1440 1448 MAR21 131,25 -0,55 132,60 129,95 131,80

MAR21 1456 -4 1475 1456 1460 MAY21 132,05 -0,60 133,45 131,20 132,65

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Supports: 1420, 1400, 1380, 1320-1280
Resistances: 1470-1480 & 1510-1535

New York ICE:

Supports: 129,25, 123,50, 120,00 & 112,25
Resistances: 131,50, 133,00 & 148,00-149,00
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last high low

1,18299 1,1855 1,17891
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

There is a collapse in the coffee chain in Brazil, the crop seems to be much bigger than the market expect, warehouses are full, trucks outside causing huge lines

& there is no truck availability for immediate delivery businesses. There is also lack of maritime containers and this is not helping the flow to free up spaces, the
worse still to come as most of the coffees sold before the harvest to be delivered during Sep20 still to come despite some deliveries were already anticipated.

Farmers were not expecting this combination, high price with huge crop, BRL depreciation together with higher NY supported by cert drawdown, what made this
crop unique for them.

Sunny and warm weather in most of the Center and South of Brazil in the coming days. The few precipitations will reach only the south of Bahia between

Sunday and Tuesday of the next week with accumulated around 5mm. In the south of Minas Gerais, some simulations indicate light rain from mid-September.
Despite the forecast of rain in southern Minas Gerais as of September 16th, higher accumulations will only reappear around September 25th.

Brazil is set to flood the New York market with rare coffee cargoes as stockpiles that back futures contracts dwindle to the lowest level in more than two
decades. Major traders are preparing to ship Brazilian coffee to warehouses approved by the ICE Futures U.S. exchange starting in September. The beans will be

sampled, graded, and if approved, could represent the first significant increase in exchange reserves from Brazil since 2017. A bumper crop and a weaker
Brazilian currency have made the country’s beans more competitive than the washed-arabica type from Central America that usually backs the New York

exchange. That’s supporting the planned shipments as traders continue to draw down exchange inventories, with bourse data showing stockpiles at their lowest
level since 2000.

A group of traders met the exchange earlier in August and discussed the ability to grade Brazilian beans. ICE Futures officials stressed that no naturals quality
would be accepted as the contract is for washed arabicas. There was no mention about semi-washed supplies. ICE said grading rules state that minimum

standards for delivery require coffee to be “sound and free from all unwashed and aged flavors in the cup.” Coffee from Brazil is trading at a discount to futures,
while beans from countries including Honduras and Colombia are trading at a premium.

Brazil’s economy has officially entered a recession following the swinging impact of the coronavirus crisis, which has so far killed more than 120,000 Brazilians
and pushed millions into unemployment. According to the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics, gross domestic product shrank 9.7 per cent quarter-on-

quarter, reflecting the effect of widespread economic shutdowns, which have hammered consumption and investment and triggered a wave of corporate
bankruptcies.

BCB President Roberto Campos Neto said that Brazil must resume fiscal austerity following this year’s record pandemic spending or risk being punished by
financial markets. Brazil’s emergency measures are set to expire end of year, and lawmakers have signalled that they won’t be extended.

Bank of America recommended their investors to sell US$ and buy BRL mentioning that fiscal scenario is not very good in Brazil but they trust the Government

will maintain the fiscal prudence. The Bank placed a target for BRL at R$5,20.

The Vietnam General Statistics Office pegged August exports at 110kt (1.83M bags), which would bring the total volume shipped since October to 25.4M bags,

approximately 5.3% below last year’s pace but ahead of the five year average by 2.8%. This estimate comes in 10kt below the estimate for July from the
General Statistics Office and would represent the second consecutive month of decline in shipments. Data from the General Department of Customs shows

coffee exports for the first fortnight of August at 49,362t (822,700 bags), essentially in line the volume shipped in the first two weeks of July (49,095t), with the
total volume shipped in July reported at 110,028t according to customs data. If fulfilled the volume shipped last month would sit 9.5% below the five year
average for shipments in August.

Cafecontrol reported end-of-Aug coffee stock at 147,170 tons in bonded and non-bonded warehouses. This is 8.6% lower than previous month and 14.9% lower

year-on-year.

Vietnam’s Civil Aviation Authority has a plan to resume international flights from 15th Sep 2020 with all passengers quarantined for 14 days upon arrival with the
first flights to Japan and South Korea, four trips per week on each route. Travelers are requested to pay for their quarantine accommodation fees as of this
week.

Honduras - As per IHCAFE, Honduras exports fall 42% in August to 156,921 bags compared with August 2019 of 272,374. Total exports (Oct 19 -August

20), at 5.3 million bags is 17.8 % less than the 6.5 million bags during Oct -Aug previous season.

Costa Rican exports, on the other hand, jumped by 72.4% Y/Y in August, with a total of 98,343 bags shipped compared to 57,055 bags in August 2019. A
11.5% increase in production for 2019/20 along with heightened demand on the international market is behind the rise in demand according to the director of
ICAFE.

Weather - Hurricane Nana will bring heavy rains over southern Mexico and northern areas of Guatemala through the end of the week, with potential flooding

in some areas.

Uganda - Coffee exports from Uganda, Africa’s largest exporter of the commodity, surged 17.2% in July from the same month of 2019 on the back of higher

output from new coffee trees and thanks to the easing of coronavirus restrictions, Uganda Coffee Development Authority (UCDA) reported this week. The
country shipped 543,251 60-kilogram bags of coffee in July, up from 463,709 bags exported in the same month last year. It is the highest amount of coffee

exported in a month since 1991, according to sector regulator.

Another big cert draw last Wednesday. Stockpiles fell by 21,731 bags to 1,210,011 bags. There were no gradings or Sep notices posted yesterday. There are

5,564 bags pending grading. The biggest draw was seen in Antwerp (20,706 bags) whilst Houston and NY Certs drew by 275 and 750 bags respectively. The
draw was predominantly Hondo (14,513 bags) in origin. Mexico, Peru and Rwanda origins drew by 1,525, 5,644 and 49 bags respectively.
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This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Global stock markets continued to rally after US equities set fresh record highs. The Euro came under pressure after the news that ECB officials were concerned

about the speed of the currency’s recent gains.

Britain joined Germany in demanding Russia explain what happened to an adversary of Vladimir Putin that was poisoned with Novichok. France and the EU also
condemned the poisoning, in the US, Senator Tom Cotton called for a halt to the Nord Stream 2 project.

The CDC has told US states to prepare for a Covid-19 vaccine by November 1st, and asked local authorities to remove obstacles that would prevent distribution
sites from opening. The date would suggest that the government are preparing to release a vaccine just days before the November 3rd election, a fairly

aggressive goal.

The markets are expecting the Fed at its upcoming meeting on Sep 15-16 to leave its key policy variables unchanged with the funds rate target range at
0.00%/0.25% and its QE program at $120 billion per month.

ICO now sees coffee surplus of 952,000 bags in 2019-20 season. Estimate compares with a previous forecast for a global deficit of 486,000 bags, according to

a report from the International Coffee Organization. The production estimate was raised to 169.3m bags; consumption estimate lowered slightly to 168.4m bags.
A surge in demand at the start of the global pandemic and increased at-home consumption helped to limit the fall in demand, but the latter half of the coffee

year faces ongoing pressure from a global economic downturn and limited recovery in out-of Port -home consumption, the ICO said.

World coffee exports for the month of July were 11% down to 10.61 million bags, compared with 11.92 million in July 2019, reports the Ico in its monthly trade

statistics. Exports of Arabicas fell 7.6% to 6.648 million bags. Shipments of Other Milds were sharply down (-19%) to 2.239 million bags. Colombian Milds
decreased by 1.4% to 1.207 million bags, while Brazilian Naturals were virtually flat at 3.202 million bags. Robusta exports fell by 16.1% to 3.964 million bags.

World Coffee Exports in the first ten months of coffee year 2019/20 decreased by 5.3% to 106.59 million bags of which 65.69 million (-7.3%) of Arabicas and
40.899 million (-2%) of Robustas.
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